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FFG SERVICES – AN OVERVIEW

Information
- Information events
- Website and information material
- Mailings and e-Newsletter
- Webinars

Training; Programme- & Project-consulting
- Entry check for project ideas
- Individual consultations
- Proposal check (focus coordinators)
- Trainings and webinars of the FFG Academy

Dialogue and exchange w. networks
- EU-Networking
- Policy support
- Partnerships strategic consulting

Strategic Consulting & Analysis
- ERA-Dialogue
- Core Customer support
- Thematic dossiers
STRATEGIC ORIENTED SERVICES – ERA DIALOGUE

Currently: 15 ERA-DIALOGues on-going with Universities and 3 with Research Institutions

**Aims:**

- Support Universities in the European Research Area (ERA) on a strategic level
  - Communicate current and future developments in the ERA
  - Translate and Evaluate EU Programme-portfolios and (strategic) Networks/Initiatives
- Support strategies on internationalisation
  - Identify opportunities to position research priorities of Universities
- Develop and implement specific services
STRATEGIC ORIENTED SERVICES – ERA DIALOGUE

Pre-Meeting

Potential-analysis

Analysis-dialogue

Process Consulting Services

Reflection

Basis/Input:
- Rates of participation, ...
- Development plans, LV, Research reports, ...
- Collaborations, internal incentives, ...
- Analysis (ESR,...)

University defines focus and priorities

Mutual evaluation & Conclusion
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STRATEGIC ORIENTED SERVICES – ERA DIALOGUE

Matching of Research Priorities with EU-Programmes & Instruments
THANK YOU VERY MUCH!